Introduction
This paper was inspired by the recent paper of Akhmedov, Baldridge, and Park [ABP] who were daring enough to believe that simple constructions of small symplectic 4-manifolds with b 1 = 0 could actually be simply connected. They were correct, and they produced a simply connected symplectic manifold homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to CP 2 # 3CP 2 as well as a similar example for 3CP 2 # 5CP 2 .
Their examples result from carefully planned fiber sums. In this short note we will use what we call a reverse engineering technique to construct infinite families of distinct smooth structures on S 2 × S 2 and CP 2 # 3CP 2 . Only one member of each family will have a symplectic structure. We have known about these manifolds for some time; however until seeing [ABP] we did not believe that they could possibly be simply connected. One aspect which differs from [ABP] is that no fiber-summing is necessary.
The idea of the reverse engineering is to start with a model manifold which has nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariant and the same euler number and signature as the simply connected manifold that we are trying to construct, but with b 1 > 0. The idea is to then surger essential tori which carry generators of H 1 . We do this b 1 times in order to kill H 1 . At each stage we are careful to preserve the fact that the Seiberg-Witten invariant should be nonzero. This is easy to do if we start with a symplectic 4-manifold with b + > 1 and each time perform a Luttinger surgery on an embedded Lagrangian torus. (See [ADK] .) The fact that the next to last manifold in our string of surgeries has nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariant will allow us to use the Morgan, Mrowka, Szabo formula to produce an infinite family as we did in [FS] . The model manifolds we use for the fake S 2 × S 2 's and CP 2 # 3CP 2 's are the product of two genus two surfaces and the 2-fold symmetric product of genus three surfaces, respectively.
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The authors also wish to thank the institutions they visited while the ideas in this paper percolated: Banff International Research Station, Mathematical Sciences Research Institute, and The Centre for Mathematical Sciences, University of Cambridge. We now perform eight Luttinger surgeries, −1 surgeries on four Lagrangian tori and +1 surgeries on four others. The first surgery is on the torus a 1 × c 1 and we do the −1 surgery along the loop a 1 . Denote this as the surgery (a 1 × c 1 , a 1 , −1). The torus b 1 × d 1 intersects a 1 × c 1 transversely in a single point; so the meridian to
Fake
. Thus the result of the surgery (a 1 × c 1 , a 1 , −1) is to reduce b 1 (Y ) by one, reduce b 2 (Y ) by two, and introduce the relation
The surgeries which we perform (all on disjoint Lagrangian tori) are
Thus the manifold X which is the result of these surgeries is a symplectic manifold, and π 1 (X) is generated by the a i , b i , c j , d j with relations
Note that b 1 (X) = 0 and since our surgeries change neither the euler number nor signature, b 2 = 2. In fact, the only homology classes that survive are those represented by Σ 2 × {pt} and {pt} × Σ 2 ; so X is a homology S 2 × S 2 .
To calculate π 1 (X), notice that
and it follows from straightforward cancellations that
Similarly, one sees that
. Thus a 1 = 1 and b 1 = 1. Similarly one shows that a 2 = 1 and b 2 = 1. But now the formulas
One simple way to see that X is not diffeomorphic to S 2 × S 2 , is to note that for a symplectic 4-manifold it follows from [LL] that S 2 × S 2 has a unique symplectic form up to diffeomorphism and symplectic deformation. This means that for any symplectic form on S 2 × S 2 the canonical class must pair negatively with the symplectic form. On Y = Σ 2 × Σ 2 , however, the canonical class pairs positively with the symplectic form, and since we have constructed X by Luttinger surgeries on Lagrangian tori of Y , the same is still true in X. Hence X cannot be diffeomorphic to S 2 × S 2 .
Theorem 2.1. The symplectic manifold X is an exotic S 2 × S 2 , i.e. it is homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to S 2 × S 2 .
In order to produce an infinite family of exotic S 2 × S 2 's, let X ′ denote the result of the first seven Luttinger surgeries on Y . Thus b 1 (X ′ ) = 1 and b 2 (X ′ ) = 2. We construct X by performing a surgery (
In X, the surgery gives us a nullhomologous torus Λ, the "core" of the surgery. There is a loop λ on Λ so that surgery on (Λ, λ) gives X ′ back. The framing for this surgery must be the nullhomologous framing, and we shall denote it by the '0-framing'. We wish to perform the surgeries (Λ, λ, 1/n) with respect to this framing. (These are not Luttinger surgeries because this 0-framing is not the Lagrangian framing.)
Performing a 1/n surgery in this framing in X is the same as performing a surgery (a 1 × d 2 , d 2 , +n) in X ′ . Let X n be the result of such a surgery.
Lemma 2.2. The manifolds X n are homeomorphic to S 2 × S 2 .
Proof. We begin by calculating π 1 . The presentation is exactly the one given above for π 1 (X) except that the relation [c 2 , Thus π 1 (X n ) = 1.
We also see that H 2 (X n ) is generated by Σ 2 × {pt} and {pt} × Σ 2 ; so X n is a homology S 2 × S 2 and thus is homeomorphic to it.
Theorem 2.3. The manifolds X n are pairwise nondiffeomorphic.
Proof. We wish to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant of X n . We use the small perturbation invariant; see, e.g. [FS] . There is an isomorphism ϕ : H 2 (X n ; Z) → H 2 (X; Z), which is realized outside of a neighborhood of the surgery by the identity map. According to the formula of [MMS] the Seiberg-Witten invariants of X n are calculated from those of X and X ′ :
where k is any characteristic homology class in X n and k ′ is the corresponding class in X ′ . (Notice that any basic class is orthogonal to a torus of self-intersection 0.)
Since Y = Σ 2 × Σ 2 is a surface of general type, its only basic classes are ± its canonical class, i.e. ±2([Σ 2 × {pt}] + [{pt} × Σ 2 ]). According to [MMS] , each time we do a Luttinger surgery, the Seiberg-Witten invariant of the result is calculated in terms of the Seiberg-Witten invariants of the original manifold and those of the result of the surgery that kills the curve on the torus. For example, if Y 1 is the result of the surgery (a 1 × c 1 , a 1 , −1) on Y , then note that for the surgery that kills a 1 directly (0-surgery), the surface Σ 2 × {pt} has its genus reduced to one, i.e. it becomes a torus. All the generators of H 2 for this manifold are represented by tori of square 0 occurring in hyperbolic pairs, except for the new torus of square 0 and {pt} × Σ 2 which also form a hyperbolic pair. The adjunction inequality now implies that any basic class of this manifold must be a multiple of this new torus. But this contradicts the fact that its square must be 3 sign + 2 e. Hence the result of 0-surgery has Seiberg-Witten invariant equal to 0. The result of this argument is that the manifold Y 1 also has just two basic classes, ± its canonical class.
The very same argument works for each surgery and finally shows that X ′ has just two basic classes ±K X ′ and each has Seiberg-Witten invariant +1 and the same is true for X. (By the way, this gives an independent proof of Theorem 2.1.) Thus the formula above simplifies:
But now we are discussing only basic classes k of X n and ϕ(k) of X which in the complement of the nullhomologous torus agree with the canonical class of X ′ and X. The upshot is that X n has just two basic classes and their Seiberg-Witten invariants are both n + 1.
The only point left in this argument is to confirm that the small perturbation chambers of X n and X correspond, so that the formula of [MMS] actually applies. Given k ∈ H 2 (X n ) and H an element of positive self-intersection (a 'period point') in H 2 (X n ), the small perturbation chamber, i.e. the sign ± such that SW Xn (k) = SW ± Xn,H (k) is determined homologically. (See [FS] .) This means that the small perturbation chambers for k in X n and for ϕ(k) in X correspond under ϕ.
The construction of the examples follows exactly that of the last section, except that we start our reverse engineering process with Y = Sym 2 (Σ 3 ), the symmetric product of a genus three surface, rather than Σ 2 × Σ 2 . Recall that π 1 (Sym 2 (Σ 3 )) = H 1 (Σ 3 ). So b 1 (Y ) = 6 and also e(Y ) = 6, sign(Y ) = −2, and b 2 (Y ) = 16.
The symmetric product Sym 2 (Σ 3 ) is the quotient of Σ 3 × Σ 3 by the action of the involution t : Σ 3 × Σ 3 → Σ 3 × Σ 3 given by t(x, y) = (y, x). Write standard generators for π 1 (Σ 3 ) as {a i , b i }, i = 1, 2, 3. By [P] or Proposition 21 of [BK] the natural singular Kähler form Sym 2 (ω) on Sym 2 (Σ 3 ) derived from the Kähler curve (Σ 3 , ω) admits a cohomologous smoothing to a Kähler form which equals Sym 2 (ω) away from a chosen neighbourhood of the diagonal. (We thank Paul Kirk for pointing out the necessity of these references). Thus the twelve Lagrangian tori a i × a j , b i × b j , and a i × b j , i = j, in Σ 3 × Σ 3 descend to twelve Lagrangian tori in Sym 2 (Σ 3 ), which we also denote by a i × a j , b i × b j , and a i × b j . The three tori
, which we also denote by T i , each with self-intersection -1. Together with the image of {pt} × Σ 3 ∪ Σ 3 × {pt}, which represents a homology class b with self-intersection +1, there results a basis for H 2 (Sym 2 (Σ 3 )). The abelian group π 1 (Sym 2 (Σ 3 )) = Z 6 is generated by the a i and b j .
Perform Luttinger surgeries on on the Lagrangian tori in Y corresponding to
Denote the result of these surgeries by Q. As in the last section, this adds the following relations to the fundamental group of Q:
and any other pairs of generators commute. Arguing as in the last section, Using the fact that Sym 2 (Σ 3 ) is a surface of general type, the same application of [LL] used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that Theorem 3.1 (cf. [ABP] ). The symplectic manifold Q is homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to CP 2 #3 CP 2 .
It is unclear whether Q is actually diffeomorphic to the symplectic manifold constructed in [ABP] .
Again we get an infinite family of manifolds by doing 1/n surgeries on the "final" nullhomologous torus in Q. Of course, the reverse engineering technique applies to the cartesian products Σ g × Σ h , g, h > 1, the symmetric products Sym 2 (Σ k ), k > 2, and other irregular surfaces of general type producing infinitely many smooth structures on their simply connected counterparts.
